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About This Game

Resurgence is a Action RPG set in Earth's future, following an alien invasion that almost left mankind extinct. Pilot a R.A.V
MK II, Earth's most advanced fighting system ever created, a remote robotic extension of a human’s mind. As a new member of

Earth United’s elite fighting force, you now have access to the arena, where you are to mesh with your R.A.V and train to
defend humanity from an unyielding threat from the stars. Danger is at the edges of our Solar System.

Arena Mode: Fight in Squads of up to 4 against endless waves of enemies honing your skills

Orion Class: A Ranged model of Robotic Assault Class (First Class Available in Resurgence)

Loot System a way to gain Item Levels increasing the stats of your gear ENDLESSLY!

Every 10th wave contains a final test, an elite unit meant to test you and your team’s skill

2 unique Enemy Types (Rusher and Ranged) 

2 Elite Versions of above Enemy Types

Easy to Join Multiplayer games
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Invite your friends to play with you through Steam, your adventure awaits......

Future installments that will take you and your team into the vast void seeking honor through victory.
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Title: Resurgence: Earth United
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Pixel by Pixel Studios Inc.
Publisher:
Pixel by Pixel Studios Inc.
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2017
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resurgence earth united on steam. resurgence earth united

Really enjoying so far, sometimes you need to flick back and forth between inventories for items and upgrades to refresh but
overall it's awesome for an Alpha stage game. Definitely recommend giving it a go, can't wait for future implementations.. it`s a
really nice shooter game that you can play alone or with friends. the aiming system could be a little better and there should be
more different types of weapons but it`s still a good game. as german gaming youtuber i even maked a video to this game with
my buddy SoulSide so you can watch how the gameplay is.

the video is allowed by the producer of this game

link to video: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QFkSsEDO5XY. Resurgence: Earth United is a refreshing take on Endless
Wave Arena style games.

The game is still new in development, but shows promising amounts of "unauthorized" content area for future updates! I would
love if there were more achievements, but regardless you can spend hours playing this game either competing for the Highscore
or for fun with a group of friends. I expect big things and can't wait for the next update!

I would definitely recommended it to both casual and competitive gamers alike!. Great game with a lot of potential. The guys at
Pixel by Pixel are updating it constantly. Very promising! Looking forward to seeing what's to come!. as of time of writing, the
game is at version: 0.4.4.1

Simple. Clean. Fun.

this is all you have to really know about this game. no over-elaborate story with multiple plot details that you would have to do
some digging, theorizing, looking in the book based off the game to get the idea behind ( at least not yet anyways!). the
objective of the game is simple: survive till you can't no more, wether the enemies become far too numrous ( believe me..
getting into the 30 waves by yourself, your facing 50:1 odds and greater.) or your weapons cannot dole out enough damage ( also
again, enemies get a lot more health as you get higher up, here in lies the grind. as many see this as a negative, i see this as
nessisary to get higher and higher waves.). waves start off simple, 2 enemies on wave 1, and it gets more nad more numerous
from there.. 4 on the next, 8 afterwards, and so on and so on. and the boss wave ( every 10th, also your check point for if you
want to start off from that wave for higher difficulty) are actually a challenge.. if you don't have unbalanced\/ over-powered\/
over-leveled weapons for that wave. they have multple ways to get you, and there is no 'camping the corner behind their blind
spot till win' way of getting around it. because it will adapt, and change what it does to match WHERE you are.. off the main
arena floor? have ALL THE MISSLES!! on the arena floor? less missles, and MORE EARTHQUAKES!!. it's a challenge to
beat bosses on your own without help, but once you get a feel for it, you know how to best take it on, to YOUR style. over all
the game still needs work, but that is what early access is about. i will update this review as time goes on, and how development
turns this game from a rough cut into a fine polished gem.. This game is wonderfully addicting. Brings first person shooter to a
progressive wave format. It is still early in development and already a blast, cant wait to see what the devs release next.
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Great game, fun to play some rounds with friends. Needs more achievements.. This has been a fun arena shooter so far, even
more fun with friends. I have played for about 7 hours now and have found that there is a real addictive quality to the gameplay.
I love the Card system in combination with the new missions and loot rewards. Despite a currently limited arsenal of weapons, I
find myself wanting to keep playing to open chests, get loot and continuously upgrade my character to get farther in the waves.
The dynamic arena makes each wave a completely new landscape and the missions are never the same twice.
I've noticed the devs are constantly updating the game and I can't wait to see what is to come! Definitely hopeful for a new
character to play as or customizable armor.

Keep up the good work Pixel by Pixel team.. it`s a really nice shooter game that you can play alone or with friends. the aiming
system could be a little better and there should be more different types of weapons but it`s still a good game. as german gaming
youtuber i even maked a video to this game with my buddy SoulSide so you can watch how the gameplay is.

the video is allowed by the producer of this game

link to video: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QFkSsEDO5XY. New game with great potential. Still early in
developement but fun to play. 7\/10

Devs are helpful, looking for lots of feedback, and don't take anything personal. Which is awesome.. Really enjoying so far,
sometimes you need to flick back and forth between inventories for items and upgrades to refresh but overall it's awesome for
an Alpha stage game. Definitely recommend giving it a go, can't wait for future implementations.. Resurgence: Earth United is a
ton of fun. My brother and I have been playing it together as of recent and it is great. The difficulty in horde ramps very quickly
and that's how I like it. More content is being added in all the time from what I've seen. Tons and tons of fun.. (Version: 0.4.4.1
at time of review. Review may get updated on full release)
[tldr~ Fun, Cheap, if skeptic look at newslog and see what they are planning]

Resurgence: Earth United is 'a first \/ 3rd person arena shooter with an emphasis on upgrading your arsenal and
avoiding some very enthusiastic robotic opponents

The game (in a technical sence) shows a tonne of promice in all aspects thus far, from the smoothness of the movement
to the current visual style on display. Sadly it is an Alpha in its early stages, alot of features are not implemented yet or
fully realised.
On that note however, the Devs are 'very' open to feedback and suggestions from users, asking for ideas and begging
for bug reports.

Gameplay wise~ you are jumping \/ bounding around in a slighty custom arena where the ground is dynamic.( Kind of
like a simplified Assault Android Cactus ) Shooting plasma based weaponry at waves of enemies... Honestly, I would
almost call it in this current state ' Kiting your enemies until you blow them up simulator'... but that is a little unfair.

I, as a Twitch streamer, have played this game live and even hosted a giveaway to a good reception, It was a hit with
viewers as people seemed genuinely interested in the new IP.
The Devs have showed up to the streams as well, any bugs that were discovered while live were swiftly fixed by the
Devs, Honestly impressing me with the dedication. [ Hell I thought the boss was too easy \/ unfair in places, that was
fixed pretty much immediately]

As for things I dislike about this game, it can be boiled down to two things... A General lack of content (limited enemy
types \/ weapons) and polish (texture work \/ animations \/ particle effects \/ ease of life issues), Sadly as this is an
alpha, these issues are expected.

Finally. as the game is 'quite' cheap, with the Devs saying that they have no current plans on raising the price, Grab it
to give them the incentive to get this bloody project out of alpha already.

Would I say buy it? Yes
Would I say it needs work? Oh hell yes
Would saber keep playing it himself? ... SHUT UP IAM IN A ROUND ALREADY AND YOU ARE GOING TO GET
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ME KIL- ... Great, wave one again, thanks for bugging me.. This game is tons of fun. Its still in a very raw form with
only the Arena to fight in. But with the developers constantly updating I am very excited to see what comes out of this
project. To anyone who is interested in this game, its worth the money they ask as you can definatly get hours of
gameplay out of Resurgence. I will continue to check back in and see the udpates as this game progresses.. Resurgence:
Earth United is a ton of fun. My brother and I have been playing it together as of recent and it is great. The difficulty
in horde ramps very quickly and that's how I like it. More content is being added in all the time from what I've seen.
Tons and tons of fun.
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